The KLM conditions are conditions that are necessary and sufficient for a phase-space function to be a Wigner distribution function (WDF). We apply them here to discuss three questions that have arisen recently: (1) For which WDFs P 0 will the map P-.P0sPbe a quantum dynamical map -i.e. a map that takes WDFs to WDFs7 (2) What are necessary and sufficient conditions for a phase-space gaussian to be a WDF? (3) Are there non-gaussian, non-negative WDFs?
Our purpose in writing this paper is to extend, Here are the main results of ref. [1] : (1) The map simplify, and unify the results of three recent papers P-+P0 * P will be a quantum dynamical map when- [1] [2] [3] that deal with Wigner distribution functions.
ever P0 is a (pointwise) non-negative WDF. (2) The results that we get will come as an application
There is a WDF P0, which does take on negative valofwhat in a previous paper [4] we termed the KLM ues, for which P-+P0*P is not a quantum dynamical [5] conditions; these conditions are necessary and map. We mention that the authors also prove that sufficient for a phase-space function to be a WDF.
whenever P and P0 are WDFs -whether or not either Some related results are discussed in another work of them is non-negative -that the convolution P*P0 by one of us [61.
will always be a non-negative function, although it Before we describe our results, we need to sumwill not in general be a WDF. This result was, howmarize the results found in the three papers menever, established earlier by O'Connell and Rajagopal tioned above. The first paper [1] concerns the , [ 7] , and was used, in a way that is related to viewing question ofwhen the convolution oftwo WDFs yields P-~P0*Pas a dynamical map, by O'Connell and a WDF. In the language used there, the question is Walls [8] . It was also proved by Bertrand et al. [9] . this: For what WDFs P0 will the linear transforma-
The results of the second paper are easier to detion P-P0*P (* convolution) be a quantum dyscribe, although technically much harder to write namical map? (A quantum dynamical map is a linear down. What Simon et al. do in ref.
[2] is give nectransformation that takes quantum mechanical states essary and sufficient conditions for a gaussian phaseinto quantum mechanical states. In the phase-space space function to be a WDF. Since gaussians come formulation, the states are the WDFs; hence, such a up in a variety of places, this result is important. For map will be a linear transformation that takes phaseinstance, in his review article on the evolution of space functions to phase-space functions, and in parwave packets, Littlejohn is continuous and of h-positive type; (ii) P( 0) = 1.
They also obtain a result implicit in the work of JaIf P( a) is of 0-positive-type and if P(0) = 1, then gannathan et al. [1] : The convolution ofa WDF with F(a) is the symplectic Fourier transform of a clasa suitably normalized positive function is still a WDF.
sical state -a non-negative probability measure deUsing this result they give a method for generating fined on phase-space [41.If, in addition, such a P(a) non-negative, non-gaussian WDFs. Such WDFs canturns out to be the symplectic Fourier transform of not represent pure states, for the Hudson-Sotoa function P(z), then P(z) will be pointwise nonClaverie theorem [11, 12] 
transformations of a.
1,,xn~(iv) If JEW(F), then -flEW(F). where 0,,~<,, and I~)(~ãre the nXn zero and identity (v) W(FG)~W(F)+W(G).
(By this we mean matrices, respectively. Using /J, one has that W(FG) contains all sums fl+flwith fl 1eW(F) and fl2EW(G).) a(z1, z2)=zjflz1 .
(2) (vi) If )~0 is a real number, then W(F(Aa))=).
2W(F(a)).
We say that a function F(a), which is defined and All of these properties and a few more, are discontinuous on the dual of phase-space, is of fl-postcussed and established in ref. [6] . .) P0P=p0*p, we see by (ii) that P0*P must be nonUsing standard manipulations with gaussians, one negative. If P0 is a non-negative WDF, then, by (i) , has that (ii),and (iv),both0and ±hareinW(P0).Hence, /3 is a real, orthogonal matrix.
At this point, we have recovered one of the results
Because PA is the symplectic Fourier transform of from ref. [1] ; viz., P-~P0*P is a quantum dynamical a non-negative function (classical state), one has that map if Pĩs a non-negative WDF. On the other hand, OuW (F4). Are there any other points in its Wigner if 0~W(PO)but ± hand ± 2h do, then, again by (v), spectrum? To answer this, we note that with a little 2h-heW(F0P), so P0*P is a WDF and P-+P0*P is algebra, one can show that if F4 is put in (3) the nonthus a quantum dynamical map in this case too.
negativity of the resulting Mi,. is equivalent to the Evidently the function non-negativity of the matrix with entries
It turns out [6] that a necessary and sufficient conwhich is the WDF that represents the first excited dition for the matrix with entries NJk to be non-negstate ofthe one-dimensional harmonic oscillatorwith ative is that B + ifl/3 be non-negative as a complex, unit mass and unit frequency, is such that 2nx2n matrix. ±2h~W(PH), for Jagannathan et al. [1] show that Since /3 is a real, orthogonal 2nX2n matrix, it is * P is not a quantum dynamical map. Using a also a unitary matrix. The condition that combination of (i) through (vi) one can produce B+ ifl/J= PTA~fl+ ifl/3 be non-negative is therefore [6] a function, equivalent tõ (6) fl(B+iflfl)flT=A'+iflfl (10) 3ith being non-negative. Thus what we have found is that for which 0~W(F 0)but ±2heW(Fo).This funcfleW(P4) if and only ifA'+iflfiis non-negative as tion, though it takes on negative values, is such that a complex, 2n x 2n matrix, In particular, this means P-~P0*P is a quantum dynamical map.
that P4 is a WDF if and only if A -' + ihfl is non-negThe existence of (6) shows that an obvious conative -a condition that is substantially simpler to jecture that one might like to make -that P-4P0 * P work with than the conditions given in refs.
[2] and is a quantum dynamical map if and only if P0 is a [3] . non-negative WDF -is false. In its place, we conIn addition to ref.
[21, Simon et a!. have written jecture that P-+P0*P is a quantum dynamical map another paper [13] results should also apply to them. Let us now turn our attention to the question of Using the properties of the Wigner spectrum, we which phase-space gaussians are WDFs, a question can recover and strengthen the results obtained by asked by Littlejohn [10] and addressed and anGracia-BondIa and Várilly [3] . To begin, if P is a swered in refs.
[2] and [3] . A properly normalized WDF and ji is a probability measure on phase-space phase-space gaussian that is, for the sake of conve-(that is, jĩs an arbitrary classical state, not just one nience, centered at the origin has the form corresponding to a phase-space function), then by properties (i) and (ii) we have that hEW (F) cently used conditions equivalent [6, 14] to the KLM and 0 e W(j~). Applying (v), we see that conditions to obtain results concerning the class of 0 + h = heW (fiF), and so by (i) Contract Number N000 1 4-86-K-0002. As we mentioned earlier, Gracia-Bondla and Várilly give an essentially linear method for generating non-negative, non-gaussian WDFs. Here we will
